Awarded SIN’s and pricing

33721P

Packaged Office
Pricing - Manufacturers current GSA schedule

Project Management (Furniture Related)
Pricing - 74.00/hour or 2% off total project lot. Lowest quoted commercial price (includes IFF fee). Services above $150,000.00 shall be negotiated on a case-by-case basis.

Reconfiguration and Relocation Services
Pricing - 64.00/hour or 2% off total project lot. Lowest quoted commercial price (includes IFF fee). Services above $150,000.00 shall be negotiated on a case-by-case basis.

Office Design / Layout Services
Pricing - 74.00/hour or 2% off total project lot. Lowest quoted commercial price (includes IFF fee). Services above $150,000.00 shall be negotiated on a case-by-case basis.

Office Furniture Installation Service
Pricing - 64.00/hour or 2% off total project lot. Lowest quoted commercial price (includes IFF fee). Services above $150,000.00 shall be negotiated on a case-by-case basis.

33721

Furniture Systems and Workstations
Pricing - Manufacturers current GSA schedule

Tables and Accessories
Pricing - Manufacturers current GSA schedule

Multipurpose Seating
Pricing - Manufacturers current GSA schedule

Terms and Conditions
The terms and conditions are equivalent to each Manufacturer’s current GSA awarded Schedule Contract:

Volume Discounts: As per each Manufacturer GSA contract.

FOB Terms: As per each Manufacturer GSA contract.

Delivery Time: 15 – 90 days ARO, depending on specifications.

Payment Terms: Net 30 days from date of invoice, unless requested otherwise due to the individual Manufacturer’s GSA contract or by the pre-approved requirements of the customized products and services requested.

Minimum Order: $100.00

Maximum Order: As per each Manufacturer GSA contract.

Geographic Coverage: Continental U.S.

Restocking or Cancellation: As per each Manufacturer contract.

Warranty: As per each Manufacturer GSA contract.